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Abstract—Connected Component Labeling (CCL) is a fun-
damental image processing problem that has been studied in
many platforms, including GPUs. A common approach to CCL
performance analysis is studying the total processing time as a
function of abstract image features, like the number of connected
components or the fraction of foreground pixels, and input data
usually includes synthetic images and segmented video datasets.
In this work, we develop on these ideas and propose an evaluation
methodology for GPU CCL algorithms based on synthetic image
patterns, addressing the nonexistence of a standard and reliable
benchmark in the literature. Our methodology, applied on two
important algorithms from existing literature, uncovers their
data dependency with great detail, and allows us to model their
processing time in three real-world video datasets as functions of
abstract, high-level, image concepts. We also apply our methodol-
ogy for studying the memory and performance requirements of
two strategies for computing connected component properties:
an existing memory-hungry approach, and a new memory-
preserving strategy.

Index Terms—Parallel processing, region growing, labeling,
image analysis, connected components, Graphics Processors

I. INTRODUCTION

CCONNECTED COMPONENT LABELING (CCL) is a
fundamental operation in many image processing and

computer vision pipelines and has been applied in different
scenarios and architectures [5], [9]. It is usually described as
the task of partitioning image pixels into maximal connected
subsets and assigning unique labels to them. Connectivity
depends on a fixed adjacency criterion, such as 4-connectivity
or 8-connectivity and on a prior segmentation phase that
separates pixels into different categories. A common case
is that of binary images, in which pixels are classified as
either foreground or background. A convenient output format
consists in an array (with the same dimensions as the input
image) containing, at each pixel position, a numeric label that
identifies the connected component (CC) the pixel belongs
to. From that format, various other information such as size,
bounding boxes, and object center may also be calculated and
used in tracking algorithms [17], [30], [38].

During the last decade, the advent of the GPU as a general-
purpose, massively parallel programming platform that is able
to deliver considerable speedups over traditional CPUs at
end-consumer prices had a profound impact on real-time
computing research. Many methods in the fields of engi-
neering, physics and simulation received a performance boost
after being adapted (or even completely reinvented) to take
advantage of the GPU’s computation and memory models
[20], [24]. This has naturally led to the invention of some

CCL algorithms designed specifically for GPUs [1], [8], [10]–
[12], [15], [23], [28], [33], [36], [40]. However, despite many
techniques having been proposed, research literature still lacks
a comparative study or standard benchmark. Some of these
works do present comparisons with others, but the emphasis
is usually on measuring GPU vs. CPU speed-ups using specific
image datasets.

Our contributions are:
• An evaluation methodology for GPU CCL algorithms

based on synthetic image patterns that allows for pre-
dicting processing times in real-world videos.

• The extension of an existing strategy that computes
connected component sizes [11] for the computation of
centroids and co-variance matrices in the Label Equiva-
lence (LE) [8] and Tile Merging (TM) [33] algorithms.

• A new strategy for computing CC properties that may be
combined with Inclusive Scans [7] to drastically reduce
GPU memory usage and GPU to CPU transfer times.

• As minor contribution, we also explore some implemen-
tation choices of the LE method that were not explicitly
discussed in past literature [8], [11].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we review
the literature on CCL algorithms with emphasis on GPU ap-
proaches; Section III discusses the extended and new property
computation strategies; Section IV describes our evaluation
methodology; Section V presents the experimental results;
finally, Section VI concludes the paper and suggests future
directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A good discussion on the main categories of sequential CCL
methods, including some representative works, may be found
in [5], [37]. Algorithms developed in the last decade (not
including GPU algorithms), are addressed specifically in [9].
There are also considerably many works concerning hardware
implementations of CCL [13], [18], [31], [34], [41]. In this
section, we will briefly review some of the existing GPU
algorithms that are most relevant to our discussion. We will
attain our discussions to binary images.

A. Existing GPU methods

GPUs are massively parallel processors with limited synchro-
nization mechanisms, making it difficult to implement data
structures such as trees and linked lists, normally used in
CPU algorithms, in a thread-safe way. Since CCL is a global
problem, GPU algorithms have to cope with these limitations
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by employing local operations and merging partial solutions
iteratively or recursively.

Label Equivalence (LE) GPU methods [8], [10], [11], [40]
are akin to sequential two-pass algorithms in that they rep-
resent and manipulate equivalence chains. The first method
in this category was published by Hawick et al. [8], who
studied its application to hyper-cubic mesh graphs in the
context of Monte-Carlo phase state transition simulations.
Their algorithm, which we dub as Hawick’s Label Equivalence
(HLE, for short), is comprised of an initialization part (usually
referred as the Prelabel kernel) and an iterative part, further
divided into the Scan, Analysis and Update kernels.

Given an input binary image of size w × h, the Prelabel
kernel initializes a label array L (also of size w × h), setting
any background pixels to a special value and each foreground
pixel p = (x, y) to a provisional label equal to its own raster
x+yw, effectively turning p into the representative pixel of a
CC containing only itself. The Scan operation merges adjacent
sub-components by exchanging labels between neighbors that
belong to disjoint equivalence chains, and the Analysis and
Update phases ensure that all pixels in the same equivalence
chain point to a single representative element, the represen-
tative pixel. After a number of iterations, sub-components
converge to fully connected components, Hence, the Scan
phase detects no changes to be made, and the algorithm stops.

Kalentev et al. [11] proposed an LE variation (Kalentev’s
Label Equivalence, or KLE) that saves a considerable amount
of space and time by not requiring an additional equivalence
table, as HLE does, which also renders the Update kernel
unnecessary, since label equivalences are represented directly
in the output array. They also employ regular memory writes
to global memory during the Scan phase, instead of using
atomic operations, as in HLE, which they claim to accelerate
the algorithm, despite the possibility of increasing the number
of iterations. As an additional contribution, they describe the
calculation of CC sizes by employing an additional array that
is initialized during the Prelabel phase and updated during
Analysis using atomic addition instructions. Other works in
this category include [10], which is very similar to HLE, but
divides the iterative part in more kernels and [40], that employs
an optimization [6] that groups pixels in 2×2 blocks, making
it possible to process one fourth of the original image size in
the 8-connected neighborhood case.

Tile Merging (TM) algorithms, on the other hand, are
based on solving the CCL problem locally, usually in shared
memory, for rectangular regions, or tiles, then merging these
local solutions into a global one. Oliveira et al. [23], who also
described an LE implementation similar to HLE, described
the first TM method, which was comprised of the Local
Merge, Global Merge and Path Compression kernels. Although
their work is not completely reproducible, due to absence
of a detailed explanation of the Global Merge kernel and
online unavailability of the source-code provided by them at
the time of this writing, Stava et al. [33] implemented what
seems to be a very similar technique. They also mention,
but not discuss, the possibility of using the Inclusive Scan
operation [7] in order to obtain consecutive labels for the
connected components, a topic that we will address again

in Section III. Yonhehara et al. [39] presented a variation of
Oliveira’s method that uses w×1 stripes for the Local Merge,
instead of rectangles. Their experiments allegedly indicate
a speedup of 1.4x over their implementation of Oliveira’s
method, at the resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels, but their
Global Merge kernel is also not clearly explained.

Many other works [1], [4], [12], [15], [25], [26], [28], [29],
[32], [35], [36] proposed GPU CCL algorithms, some of which
may be classified as optimizations and/or applications of LE
and TM.

III. PROPERTY CALCULATION

In this section, we discuss the computation of CC properties
in GPU CCL algorithms. Various object properties used in the
context of object tracking [17], [30], [38] may be calculated
by following the strategy of Kalentev et al. [11], such as
size (number of pixels), bounding boxes, center point, etc.
Some works [3], [14], [19] estimate these object features using
object representations other than connected components, but
they can be computed directly from CCL. We discuss the
computation of size, center and co-variance matrix, for the
following reasons:
• These properties allow us to compute the principal axes

of the CCs, which may be used for obtaining oriented
bounding boxes or error ellipses, both more abstract
object models that are sometimes employed in tracking.

• They take up a considerable storage space, significantly
impacting LE and TM’s performance, allowing for a
deeper discussion of performance sensitivity.

We refer to the generalization of the property computation
technique by Kalentev et al. to both LE and TM as Early
Computation. We review their technique in Section III-A,
before presenting the necessary modifications to compute our
properties of interest in Section III-B and the particularities
of Early Computation in the TM algorithm in Section III-C.
Finally, we propose a completely new property computation
strategy, Late Computation, in Section III-D.

A. CC size computation in KLE: Early Computation

In order to compute CC sizes, Kalentev et al. [11] modified
the Prelabel kernel to initialize an array AS (with the same
size as L) with per-pixel provisional sizes (1 for foreground
pixels and 0 for background ones) and the Analysis kernel
to store the sum of sizes of merged sub-components at
representative positions. For instance, if pixels p1 and p2

were the representative pixels of connected components C1

and C2, and C2 was merged into C1 during some pass of the
Scan kernel, the next Analysis kernel would be responsible for
executing the following operations:

AS(p1)← AS(p1) +AS(p2) (atomically)
AS(p2)← 0

(1)

By clearing the AS(p2) position, the algorithm ensures that
C2’s size is not summed up more than once, because p2 may
change labels several times, but there is a single Scan pass
during which it goes from representative to non-representative
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and therefore should transfer its size information to its new
representative pixel (p1 in this case). At the end of this
modified algorithm, representative pixel positions in AS con-
tain the size of the respective CCs and non-representative
positions contain zeroes. This set of modifications adds a
constant cost to the Prelabel kernel and a variable cost to the
Analysis kernel, depending on image content, as will be seen
in Section V.

It is essential that properties be transferred during the Anal-
ysis phase, because the representation of equivalence relations
may change during this phase, but the relations themselves
remain stable. In contrast, if we did it during the Scan phase,
inconsistencies might result from race conditions acting on
Equation 1.

B. Representing additional properties

The calculation of centroids and co-variance matrices requires
more involved operations than shown in Equation 1. Assume
that arrays Ax, Ay are used for accumulating the x, y centroid
components and consider, for instance, the same scenario with
components C1, C2 described in Section III-A. In this case,
updating Ax would require

Ax(p1)←
AS(p1)Ax(p1) +AS(p2)Ax(p2)

AS(p1) +AS(p2)
(atomically)

Ax(p2)← 0
(2)

but the first assignment cannot be completed with a single
atomic operation in contemporary GPU architectures. Hence,
we choose a simpler representation, in which the Ax, Ay arrays
actually store the sum of x, y pixel coordinates, allowing us to
update them just as in Equation 1. Similarly, the Ax2 , Ay2 , Axy
arrays are used for storing the sum of squared x coordinates,
the sum of squared y coordinates and the sum of xy coordinate
products, respectively, needed for the computation of co-
variance matrices. The complete initialization operations for
a provisional pixel p = (x, y) are

AS(x, y) ← 1 Ax2(x, y) ← x2

Ax(x, y) ← x Ay2(x, y) ← y2

Ay(x, y) ← y Axy(x, y) ← xy
(3)

It is possible, at the end of the algorithm, to obtain the centroid
of an arbitrary connected component, with representative pixel
p, as

1

AS(p)

[
Ax(p)
Ay(p)

]
, (4)

and its actual co-variance matrix as Ax2 (p)

AS(p) −
(
Ax(p)
AS(p)

)2
Axy(p)
AS(p) −

Ax(p)Ay(p)
AS(p)2

Axy(p)
AS(p) −

Ax(p)Ay(p)
AS(p)2

Ay2 (p)

AS(p) −
(
Ay(p)
AS(p)

)2
 (5)

This procedure allows for a simple and efficient extension
of Kalentev et al.’s area computation method for comput-
ing centroids and co-variance matrices. As a downside, it
requires a considerable number of bits to be represented.
Table I compares LE’s memory consumption across a range

TABLE I: Memory consumption of label and property arrays
(size, centroid and co-variance matrix) in LE.

Resolution. 1K2 4K2 16K2 64K2

Labels 4 MB 64 MB 1 GB 16 GB
Properties 48 MB 768 MB 12 GB 192 GB

of increasingly higher resolutions with and without the com-
putation of any properties. Refer to Appendix B for explicit
expressions for the number of bits needed for each property
type, as functions of image resolution. In order to support the
range of resolutions spanned by 32-bit unsigned labels, which
include the resolutions used in our tests, we employed 32-bit
unsigned integers for AS and 64-bit unsigned integers for the
remaining properties, according to these expressions. Because
the memory costs grow considerably faster when properties
are computed this way, we will discuss another scheme based
on contiguous relabeling to reduce memory usage, described
in Section III-D.

Finally, we consider the issue of memory layout for property
computation. There are two main options for storing pixel-wise
properties: structure of arrays (SOA) where each property has
its own device memory buffer; or array of structures (AOS)
where all properties of a single pixel are interleaved. This
choice may significantly impact access performance [22]. In
our case, since all kernels manipulating properties must first
inspect AS before updating the other A∗ arrays in parallel,
the SOA structure provides superior performance by ensuring
a coalesced access pattern [21].

C. Early Property Computation in TM

During the Prelabel kernel in LE, provisional labels are
assigned to pixels, and if Early property calculation is to
be employed, provisional properties are also initialized ac-
cording to Equation 3. Since property arrays S∗ are stored
in global memory and global memory operations are guar-
anteed to be synchronized between kernel launches by the
CUDA driver [21], this ensures that property update operations
(Equation 1) may be applied later, during the Analysis kernel,
without further concerns.

However, since TM’s first step (Local Merging) performs
both initialization and merging, we need to make sure that
the provisional property arrays S∗ are correctly initialized
before any merging takes place. We have investigated three
alternatives:

1) Initialize all S∗ arrays with provisional properties (Equa-
tion 3) during Local Merge, and delay any property
operations (Equation 1) until the first Global Merge
kernel execution.

2) Use a memory setting function (such as CUDA’s
cudaMemset()) to initialize the S∗ global memory
arrays to zero prior to Local Merge, allowing regular
property update operations to be carried on during Local
Merge itself.

3) Use shared memory (which can be synchronized for
threads in the same block) for storing provisional prop-
erties during Local Merge, apply Equation 1 on shared
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memory instead of global memory, then store the results
into global memory S∗ arrays at the end of the kernel.

The first and second alternatives give very similar perfor-
mance. In fact, we only observed a 1−3% difference in pro of
the second one. The third alternative seemed promising due
to the superior performance of atomic operations in shared
memory. However, we noted that the high shared memory
requirements of storing all property values for all pixels con-
siderably degrades the GPU’s L1 cache performance, incurring
in a 14% slowdown just from allocating the necessary space.

The remaining adjustments to TM boil down to modifying
the intermediate and final Path Compression kernels so that,
at the end of these kernels, properties are merged just like in
LE’s Analysis.

D. Late Property Computation

If we assume the number of connected components expected
in a frame is low compared to the number of pixels, then
allocating one property slot of each type per pixel in advance
becomes very inefficient. However, if properties accumulation
are delayed until CCL completion, it becomes possible to
count the number of CCs, then allocate exactly one slot
per representative pixel and have all foreground pixels sum
their property contributions into the slots associated with their
known representative labels. In summary, this is what we call
Late Property Computation.

However, this requires mapping the sparse set of repre-
sentative labels {l1, . . . , ln} produced by a CCL algorithm
into a set of consecutive labels {0, . . . , n− 1} that can be
used as contiguous indices into property arrays A∗ of length
n. As noted by [33], consecutive labels may be obtained
with an Inclusive Scan operation [7]. We refer to the whole
process of properly initializing the required memory buffers,
applying Inclusive Scan, and relabeling all pixels as Sequential
Relabeling. Since this topic was not extensively covered in
known references, for completeness, we describe it in more
details in Appendix C.

Only 48n bytes are required for storing the properties listed
in Section III-B in this case, in contrast to 48wh bytes in the
Early Computation case (w× h being the image dimensions).
An secondary benefit of compacting the property arrays is
accelerating GPU-to-CPU property transfers. Also, any CPU
or GPU post-processing operation that took connected compo-
nent properties as input would need to inspect only n instead of
wh property slots. Indeed, these additional benefits of Sequen-
tial Relabeling may also be combined with Early Computation,
allowing to compact property slots after the standard algorithm
finishes, yet Late Computation is still distinctive with regards
to preventing massive memory allocation in advance.

IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The GPU CCL algorithms cited so far are data-dependent
in different ways: some may require multiple iterations to
complete, and checking is done on host side [8], [10], [11],
[28], [40]; others encapsulate all iterations inside kernels and
need a fixed number of passes [1], [15], [23], [33], [39]. When
evaluating these methods, authors appeal to different datasets,

(a) Binary spiral (b) Spiral at 1st LE iter.
Fig. 1: A binary input Spiral Pattern (a) and the label array
(b) after the first LE iteration. Black represents background
pixels, and each shade of gray represents a different label.
Representative pixels are indicated by a circle in the center.

usually for comparing against CPU methods, although they
sometimes compare to other GPU methods as well. Although
GPU algorithms are usually proven faster than their CPU
counterparts, this is usually verified by comparing their av-
erage processing time on image datasets, which does not
help in clarifying how image characteristics (such as number
of objects, their sizes, shapes and locations, for instance)
contribute to the total processing time.

A commonly employed test pattern for algorithms that
perform host-side iterations is the Spiral Pattern, illustrated in
Figure 1. Nevertheless, we noticed some limitations presented
by the Spiral Pattern: (1) it produces very long equivalence
chains, causing Analysis overhead in LE; (2) the number of
iterations for LE is always two (Figure 1); (3) in many tracking
scenarios, connected components tend to be convex, so it does
not represent the typical geometry of connected components.

The first point is confirmed by our experiments in Sec-
tion V-C, and since this pattern stresses Analysis passes, it
makes difficult to derive a relation between processing time
and other image parameters, such as percentage of foreground,
number of CCs, or number of iterations. In order to overcome
these limitations, we propose Ridge Patterns: a family of
synthetic connected component shapes that can be easily
replicated and parametrized in order to control, among other
image characteristics, the number of LE iterations.

A. Introduction to Ridge Patterns

Spiral patterns are an unrealistic object shape model for object
tracking/segmentation scenarios, although they can be used as
a difficult test case for GPU CCL algorithms, as discussed
in Section V. In contrast, one of the simplest conceivable
rasterized shapes that could be used as an artificial object
model is that of a quadrangular shape, such as a square.
However, as Figure 2 illustrates, LE’s preference for labels
with lesser raster values causes convex shapes to be labeled
in at most 2 iterations, contrary to the general case, in which
an arbitrary number of iterations may be needed (the frames
in the video datasets studied in Section V-E, for instance,
require from 1 to 6 iterations). Controlling the number of LE
iterations, while keeping the artificial object model as simple
as possible, motivated us to develop Ridge Patterns.

Informally, Ridge Patterns consist of trapezoidal shapes
topped with a crest, e.g. an up-and-down pattern of pixels
that delays the propagation of minimal labels, forcing LE into
the desired number of iterations. Crest size and shape are
determined by the pattern’s level, a parameter that corresponds
to the exact number of iterations the LE algorithm takes to
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Fig. 2: Output of Prelabel, Scan, and Analysis kernels on 4
different 3×3 image patches (a-d), on first LE iteration. Black
indicates background, and distinct shades of gray indicate
final labels. Intermediate links formed by the Scan kernel
are indicate by solid lines joining adjacent pixels. Although
cases (a-b) are completely labeled after a single iteration, cases
(c-d) are left with two sub-components each, and require an
additional iteration.

(a) R1

(b) R2

(c) R3 (d) R4

←→ w(C4)

↓

h(T4)

←
←→ w(T4) = w(R4)

↓
h(C4)←

↓

h(R4)
←

Fig. 3: Examples of minimum Ridge patterns Rl, for levels
1 ≤ l ≤ 4. Crest pixels are colored with a darker gray hue, and
pixel rows in the trapezoidal base are colored with alternating
lighter hues.

complete on the pattern. Basic crest shapes for levels 1 and 2
can be deduced from the cases presented in Figure 2(c-d), and
higher levels may be achieved by recursively replicating that
basic structure. Figure 3 illustrates ridge patterns for levels
1-4, and Figure 4 provides a good intuitive understanding of
the recursive nature of crest design, by showing the partial
labeling through iterations 1-4.

In the next subsection, we will present a more thorough
description of Ridge Patterns that can be used for reproducing
them. Note that some of our choices, such as using a trape-
zoidal instead of a square base, are not strict requirements
for the purpose of obtaining simple shapes, or controlling the
number of LE iterations. The purpose of trapezoidal shapes
is to ensure that sub-components get an even distribution
of pixels, an important performance factor when computing
properties, as will be discussed further in Section V-C. For
instance, if the level 4 pattern shown in Figure 4 had a
rectangular base, the number of pixels in the left-most sub-
component Cp, connected to the root pixel p throughout the

(a) 1st iter. (b) 2nd iter. (c) 3rd iter. (d) 4th iter.

Fig. 4: Consecutive LE iterations applied to a Level 4 Ridge
Pattern.

first iteration, would be considerably greater than the other
sub-components. This would cause the first Analysis kernel
to issue too many atomic sum operations for the same target
memory addresses A∗(p), that hold the property sums of Cp.

B. Formal description of Ridge Patterns

A Level-1 Ridge Pattern, indicated by R1, is a 2×2 rasterized
trapezoidal shape, as shown in Figure 3(a). A Level-l Ridge
Pattern, indicated by Rl, for l ≥ 2, is formed by a trapezoidal
base Tl, topped with a crest Cl, which consists in a sequence
of vertical pixel stripes, or peaks. The number of crest peaks
is

|Cl| = 2l−2 + 1 (6)

Peaks are enumerated from left to right, and indicated by Pi,
0 ≤ i ≤ 2l−2. The x-coordinate of Pi is

x(Pi) = 3i (7)

and each peak is one pixel-wide, which gives a separation of
two pixels between consecutive peaks. Furthermore, the height
of Pi, relative to the top of Tl, corresponds to the number of
powers of two of the form 2k, 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 2, that divide i,
plus one, that is

h(Pi) = 1 +
l−2∑
k=0

⌊
2k − (i mod 2k)

2k

⌋
(8)

The crest’s width w(Cl), and height (equal to the height of
the tallest peak) h(Cl), are therefore given by

w(Cl) = (2l−2 + 1) + 2(2l−2) = 2l−1 + 2l−2 + 1 (9)
h(Cl) = l (10)

Appendix A proves that a crest shape defined like this causes
the desired number of iterations.

The trapezoidal base Tl, as previously explained, is a
secondary aspect of the pattern’s definition. The 45◦ incli-
nation wrt. raster coordinates is meant to produce an even
distribution of atomic operations during the first Analysis
kernel, and its height is defined so that the pattern’s total area
is approximately that of a square with size equal to the base
size. Hence, its width w(Tl) and height h(Tl) are given by

w(Tl) = 2w(Cl)− h(Cl)− 1 = 2l + 2l−1 + 2− l (11)

h(Tl) = w(Cl)− h(Cl) = 2l−1 + 2l−2 + 1− l (12)

C. Using Ridge Patterns for image generation

In this section, we introduce six families of synthetic images
composed of Ridge Pattern combinations that we use for eval-
uating GPU CCL algorithms. Each family constitutes a group
of test images generated by some free parameter, and some of
the families are themselves characterized by parameters. We
assume images sizes have the form 2n × 2n pixels.

The starting point for defining these families is to introduce
the Rkl notation: it indicates a Rl pattern in which Cl is
horizontally scaled by a factor of 2k, but vertical dimension is
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kept and Tl dimensions are recomputed from Equations 11-12.
As a result, we obtain

w(Ckl ) = 2k+l−1 + 2k+l−2 + 2k (13)

h(Ckl ) = l (14)

w(T kl ) = 2k+l + 2k+l−1 + 2k+1 − l (15)

h(T kl ) = 2k+l−1 + 2k+l−2 + 2k − l (16)

If we are to place multiple scaled patterns side-by-side, we also
need to add a two pixel horizontal/vertical separation between
them. The total horizontal space occupied by such patterns is

2 + w(T kl ) ≤ 2k+l+1 (17)

and since w(T kl ) > h(T kl ), the equation above places a lower
bound on the maximum scale factor 2k that may be applied
to the base Rl pattern, in order to fit multiple Rkl patterns
side-by-side in a 2n × 2n image. From this point, the image
families are defined as follows:

1) Leveling: Each image is comprised of a single level l
pattern, scaled as much as possible for the image size, that
is, Rn−l−1l . The family is spanned by the parameter l, with
1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1. This family tests the sensitivity of the LE
algorithm to the number of iterations.

2) Scaling(l): Given the Rn−l−1l (the largest level-l pattern
for the given resolution), each image is generated by uniformly
scaling Rn−l−1l by a factor λ in the [0, 1] interval, which is
always possible, since this Ridge Pattern contains no crest. The
family is spanned by all λ ∈ [0, 1], which includes an empty
image (λ = 0) and the unmodified Rn−l−11 pattern (λ = 1). It
is useful for testing whether algorithms are affected by a large
connected component.

3) Subdivision(l): For a given l, the first image contains
the Rn−k−1l pattern. The second image is obtained by re-
placing this pattern with four Rk−n−2l patterns, which keeps
the number of pixels approximately constant, but multiplies
the number of connected components by 4. Further family
members are obtained by recursively applying this replacement
rule, a process that exponentially increases the number of
connected components, and is limited to n−l−1 times. This is
a way of determining if algorithms are affected by the number
of connected components.

4) RandomInstancing(l, s): Given the Subdivision(l)
family, each image in this family is generated by applying
s subdivisions (that is, picking the s-th family member), then
erasing each pattern with probability 1 − p, p ∈ [0, 1]. The
family is generated varying the values of p, but since random
numbers are generated for each pattern instance, members are
probabilistic, unlike previous families. This family constitutes
another way of testing whether algorithms are sensitive to the
number of connected components, but in a way that foreground
varies with the number of components, unlike Subdivision,
and with great flexibility in CC placement. Note that s is
restricted by 0 ≤ s ≤ n− l − 1.

5) RandomMerging(l, s): Members of this family are
also probabilistically generated from the s-th members of
Subdivision(l), as in the previous family, but here the pa-
rameter p, which characterizes family members, controls the
probability of two adjacent patterns being merged into a single

TABLE II: Thread block layouts (Bx, By, Bz) for LE/TM
kernels. Global Merge’s layout depends on merge level k, and
is limited by the maximum number of threads per block, 1024.

Kernels Bx By Bz

LE Prelabel 8 8 1
LE Scan/Analysis, TM Path Comp. 16 8 1
TM Local merge 16 16 1
TM k-th Global Merge 4 4 4min{3,k+1}

component. Patterns are merged by simply adding a horizontal
or vertical line of foreground pixels to connect them. The
number of foreground pixels in this family is constant, as in
Subdivision(l), but the number of connected components and
their shapes can vary greatly.

V. EXPERIMENTS

This section is divided as follows: V-A details our hardware
and software conditions; V-B discusses practical considera-
tions on LE implementation, backed up by experiments; V-C
evaluates our implementations of the LE and TM algorithms
(briefly introduced in Section II-A) combined with the two
property computation strategies presented in Section III; V-E
analyzes the effectiveness of our methodology in predicting
processing times in video sequences.

A. Hardware and software details
We implemented our versions of the LE and TM algorithms
for binary images, only. Labels were represented with 4-byte
unsigned integers, but one label was reserved for background,
resulting in a maximum xy-resolution product of 232−1 pixels.
Our software was developed using the CUDA 9.1 [21] plat-
form and is available for download under version 3.0 of the
GNU General Public License at https://gitlab.com/lcg/cuccl,
where more information on how to modify, compile and
use our code is also provided. The Sequential Relabeling
phase uses the Inclusive Scan implementation from the Thrust
open source library (https://thrust.github.io/), that is distributed
along with the CUDA toolkit.

We performed our experiments with resolutions of the form
2n×2n, 10 ≤ n ≤ 14, and observed a series of behaviors that
are consistent across these resolutions. However, the memory
requirements of the Early Computation strategy limited its use
to 81922 (n = 13) pixels, with our GPU. All subsequent
discussions, unless otherwise mentioned, are based on this
specific image size.

The hardware and software specifications of the test en-
vironment are: Intel Core i7 7700K (8 cores, 4.2 GHz),
32GB Ram (1.6 GHz), NVIDIA GTX 1080 8GB memory,
Ubuntu 16.04.02, NVIDIA Driver 390.30, CUDA SDK 9.1,
Gnu C/C++ Compiler 5.4.0, Thrust library 1.9.01.

We do not discuss our kernels’ sensitivity to runtime param-
eters such as thread block and grid dimensions, although these
parameters can significantly affect performance in CUDA
programs. However, various configurations were tested and the
best ones, shown in Table II, were picked for the experiments.
Note that, with these settings, at 81922 resolution, the TM
algorithm needs 5 Global Merge levels to complete.

https://gitlab.com/lcg/cuccl
https://thrust.github.io/
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B. Performance considerations on LE implementation

Label Equivalence implementations [8], [10], [11], [40] some-
times disagree on details such as usage of atomic operations,
GPU memory allocation, and distribution of operations among
kernels, to name a few. We implemented LE borrowing ideas
from both HLE and KLE: as in HLE, we used texture memory
instead of global memory for storing current label equivalences
during the scan phase, due to its superior performance; like
KLE however, we stored equivalence chains in the output label
array L, instead of using an auxiliary equivalence table T , re-
ducing memory requirements, and rendering the Update kernel
at the end of every iteration unnecessary. We still opted for
atomic operation-based label replacement as in HLE though,
because: (a) we did not observe any substantial performance
improvements, as suggested by Kalentev et al. [11] from not
using atomic operations, and (b) the number of iterations might
slightly vary between different runs if atomic operations were
not used, making comparisons to TM more difficult. What
follows is a discussion about some implementation alternatives
for the Scan kernel. Based on experimental evidence, we
will recommend some implementation choices that were not
explicitly detailed in the past literature.

1) Changes in first Scan pass: We considered three alter-
native policies for label selection in the first Scan:
• F8 (full 8) – searching all 8 neighboring pixels (just as

in HLE and KLE).
• F4 (full 4) – searching only the four pixels with smaller

raster values.
• P4 (pruned 4) – same as F4 but stopping at the first non-

background found.
This is motivated by the fact that the first pass follows the
initialization of all pixels with provisional labels x+yw, hence
the smallest label neighbor is necessarily the one with smallest
raster index. Figure 5 shows the application of Level 1 Ridge
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Fig. 5: Performance of the P4, F8 and F4 variations of
the first Scan kernel in LE against the Subdivision(1) and
RandomInstancing(1, 9) image families, at resolution 8192×
8192.

Patterns to evaluate these policies, and reveals that F8 and F4
have very similar and stable performance, regardless of the
number of connected components and foreground occupancy.
In contrast, the P4 variant is visibly affected by these variables,
performing much worse than F8 and F4 at all times. This

behavior is likely to originate from thread branching in the
P4 variant, which tends to become more irregular as more
components (and consequently, more component borders) are
present. Meanwhile, F4 and F8 cause all threads to execute the
same path, issuing consistent and contiguous texture fetches
for every thread. The first Scan pass is also necessarily
followed by at least one Analysis pass, so it is not necessary
to employ a global flag to mark changes in the label array L.
A possible further optimization would be implementing the
Prelabel and first Scan operations as a single kernel, saving
a pair of read-write operations and the overhead of a kernel
launch. However, we kept the Prelabel operation separate
because its duration depends only on image resolution, as will
be seen in Section V. In the remainder of this paper, all tests
used the F4 selection policy, and do not use a global flag for
marking changes in L.
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Fig. 6: Total time spent in LE Scan using global and shared
memory approaches for taking note of equivalence changes:
(a) was tested with the Leveling family, and (b) with the
RandomInstancing(l, 5) family, for l = 3 and l = 5,
indicated as L = 3 and L = 5, respectively.

2) Changes in later scan passes: Neither Hawick et al. nor
Kalentev et al. explicitly specified if the global memory flag
used to mark changes in L should be allocated in page-locked
memory, but we assume it to be the case in both works, since
this memory type is expected to provide faster access [21]
to the flag’s value in the host code that checks for additional
iterations. However, the overhead of several threads writing to
a single global memory address when there are label changes
is considerable, so we propose using shared memory to reduce
this cost as follows:

1) A shared memory flag is allocated for each thread block
and cleared at the beginning of kernel execution.

2) A block-level synchronization command (for example,
__syncthreads() in CUDA) is issued.

3) Threads carry out a regular Scan operation, setting the
shared flag if they issue an atomic operation, regardless
of its result.

4) Threads are again synchronized block-wise, and if the
shared flag is set, the global flag is set by the first thread
in the block.

Figure 6 (a) shows that, for a single large component, the
global flag approach is only slower after 8 subdivisions (ap-
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proximately 260000 components). However, Figure 6 (b) also
reveals that the global approach is quickly surpassed by the
local one as the number of connected components increases.
In particular, the discrepancy between the global and local
versions with level 5 patterns is much greater than with level
3 patterns. During the rest of this paper, the local flag version
with the F8 neighbor selection policy should be assumed for
later Scan passes.

C. Evaluating LE and TM with synthetic images
In this section, we discuss the performance of our LE and
TM implementations when running against the members of
the five synthetic image families described in Section IV,
beyond the classical Spiral Pattern images, which constitute a
sixth family. Three variations of each algorithm were studied:
Ordinary LE/TM, which involve only computing the CCL, but
no CC properties, and the versions that compute CC properties
using Late Computation or Early Computation (described in
Section III), dubbed Late LE/TM and Early LE/TM, respec-
tively. Although the Inclusive Scan operation is only strictly
necessary for the Late algorithms, we have also applied in
Ordinary and Early algorithms, since its effects (obtaining
sequential labels and speeding up GPU-to-CPU transfers) are
advantageous to all algorithm variants.

The plots shown in Figures 7-8 show some performance
plots for different image families. For each family, the top
row shows the stacked processing times of all kernels that
constitute Ordinary LE/TM as functions of the family’s free
parameter. The two additional rows have a similar layout,
but show only the overhead added by Late/Early LE/TM
to each kernel. Note that Late LE/TM are implemented by
chaining Sequential Relabeling (which is already performed
for all algorithms in our tests) and Properties Sum kernels
after Ordinary LE/TM, so the only overhead in Late LE/TM
is due to Property Accumulation.

Figure 7 presents kernel execution times for the
Leveling, Subdivision(3), RandomInstancing(3, 5), and
RandomMerging(3, 5) Ridge Pattern image families. We
picked level l = 3 for non-Leveling families because it is
the most frequent number of LE iterations observed in the
datasets evaluated in Section V-E. Similarly, we picked s = 5
subdivisions for the random families because higher values
result in more than 1024 connected components per image, an
amount considerably larger than the average in the datasets.

Figure 7a shows that Ordinary LE is very sensitive to the
number of iterations, since the processing time increases over
a 100% from 1 to 10 iterations. Nevertheless, in the range of
most likely iterations in the datasets, 3 to 5, Ordinary LE’s
performance is comparable to Ordinary TM’s, which is not
affected by Ridge Pattern level, as expected. However, in Early
LE more iterations tend to cause a positive impact on the first
Analysis kernel’s overhead, since property sums are carried
by atomic operations in a greater number of addresses. As a
result, total Early LE processing times do not vary much for
different levels, although it is still considerably slower than
Early TM when there is a single CC in the scene.

Figure 7b, reveals that Ordinary LE/TM and Early LE/TM
are mostly invariant to the number of connected components

when foreground occupancy is kept constant. Despite the
number of CCs being exponentially increased, we only see
a noticeable increase in Ordinary processing time starting
at 6 subdivisions, which corresponds to 4096 CCs. Such an
increase could be explained by the fact that Ridge Pattern
instances become smaller than the thread size, causing consid-
erable thread divergence in LE Scan and TM Local Merge. The
case with s = x = 0 subdivisions is identical to x = l = 3 in
the Leveling family and causes Early LE to take longer in the
First Analysis kernel, but greater values of s = x diminish this
effect, by spreading atomic operations. For the same reason,
Late LE/TM usually performs better on scenes with a greater
number of components, as the Late overhead plots show.

Figure 7c shows the impact of increasing the number of CCs
and the total foreground occupancy, by randomly distributing
CCs in the test images. Considering that each value of the
instance probability p is tested 100 times, the x-axis also
corresponds, in the average, to the total foreground occupancy
(which is proportional to the number of CCs). That said, it is
clear that LE/TM processing times are linearly influenced by
the number CCs, when more CCs imply greater foreground
occupancy (unlike Figure 7b). One can observe modest slopes
in the Ordinary cases, more evident linear behavior in Early
cases, and a considerably steep linear behavior in Late cases.
When total processing times are grouped by foreground oc-
cupancy, we see maximum standard deviation of 6% for LE
and 32% for TM across all experiment runs. This shows that
geographic distribution of CCs is not a relevant performance
factor for LE, but extremely relevant for TM.

Figure 7d is harder to interpret, because the merging prob-
ability may create complex shapes when connecting adjacent
Ridge Patterns. In particular, when the merging probability is
0, no instances are connected, obtaining the same performance
as s = x = 5 in Figure 7b, and when the probability is
1, all pattern instances are merged, resulting in the same
performance as x = l = 3 in Figure 7a. Increasing the merging
probability p above 0, at a first moment, makes larger CCs with
more complex shapes more likely to exist. But as p approaches
1, the number of CCs decreases and the tendency is to form
a single large component, which possibly explains why the
LE processing time peaks are somewhere in between, where
more complex shapes are more likely to exist. Note that this
causes saturation behavior in Late overhead, which tends to
take longer when fewer CCs concentrate foreground pixels.
Ordinary/Early TM are also not considerably affected by this
test.

Finally, Figure 8 shows the effect of a single, increasingly
large connected component, allowing us to isolate the impact
of the total number of foreground pixels and to compare Spiral
and Ridge Patterns. Ordinary LE/TM are not considerably
affected by a larger Ridge Pattern, but the Spiral Pattern has a
strong destabilizing effect on both, being the test family that
causes the strongest impact on Ordinary TM, an otherwise sta-
ble algorithm in terms of average processing time. The Spiral
Pattern is the only test case seen in this work in which the
first LE Analysis pass represents such a significant portion of
Analysis time that later passes are not even visible in the plot.
Meanwhile, Ridge Scaling causes Local Merge time to grow
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Fig. 7: Stacked kernel processing times in Ordinary LE/TM, and stacked kernel overheads due to property computation in
Early LE/TM and Late LE/TM measured on four image families (a)-(d), at 8192 × 8192 pixels. For each family member,
represented by a point in the x-axes of the respective plot groups (a)-(d), kernel processing times and overheads were averaged
over 100 executions. Analogous kernels in LE/TM are colored similarly. The vertical order of the colored stripes does not
necessarily reflect the order of operations.
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Fig. 8: Stacked kernel processing times in Ordinary LE/TM (top row), and stacked kernel overheads due to property computation
in Early LE/TM (middle row) and Late LE/TM (bottom row), at 8192 × 8192 pixels, measured on: (a) Spiral Patterns, and
(b) the Scaling8192 image family. A level 2 pattern was used in (b) to match the number of LE iterations required by Spiral
Patterns. For each family member, represented by a point in the x-axes of the respective plot groups (a)-(b), kernel processing
times and overheads were averaged over 100 executions. Analogous kernels in LE/TM are colored similarly. The vertical order
of the colored stripes does not necessarily reflect the order of operations.

super-linearly in TM. These behaviors may be explained by the
geometric differences between the patterns, as the equivalence
chains in a spiral patterns are essentially linear, and lack
locality of memory access. Late/Early property computation
strategies seem less affected by Ridge Patterns than by Spiral
Patterns, but it should be noted that the formulation of Ridge
Patterns as trapezoidal shapes restricts maximum foreground
occupancy to about 25%, whereas Spiral Patterns may reach up
to 50%. Although the exceptional behavior of Spiral Patterns
will render them less useful for processing time estimation
in Section V-E, they may be considered good candidates for
worst case estimates.

D. Final notes on Late/Early overhead

By studying Figures 7-8 we see that, in most cases, the pro-
cessing time difference between Ordinary TM and Early TM
is obtained by multiplying each kernel by some scale factor
and adding a constant cost relative to memory setting. Early
LE, in the other hand, usually involves a noticeable change
(for worse) in Analysis behavior, making its average Early
to Ordinary performance ratio worse than TM’s. This effect is
regulated by the size of CCs: worse performance is seen when
a considerable number of pixels is distributed among fewer

components (Figures 7b and 8a). For Late algorithms, the
critical performance factors are the number of CCs and their
size (Figures 7b-7d, and 8a). Nonetheless, in the average, Late
LE/TM are usually faster than their Early counterparts, though
associated with greater variance. Table III shows the mean
processing time and related standard deviation in each pattern
family for Ordinary, Early, and Late LE/TM, for resolution
8192 × 8192. The Spiral Pattern corresponds to the largest
deviation, in all tables.

The Sequential Relabeling operation is fundamental to
making Late Computation’s average performance better than
Early’s, because it allows to execute a fast Memset operation
for property arrays A∗ initialization on fewer indices. Conse-
quently, Memset time is hardly visible in all Late plots, while
it represents a considerable fixed cost (12 ms in average) in
Early TM, which always has to initialize 81922 elements in
each of the A∗ property arrays. Nonetheless, this operation
is also important for Ordinary and Early algorithms, since
full property arrays at this resolution (81922 elements per
property), with the chosen numeric representation, occupy
2.5 GB of memory, which takes around 25 ms in a GPU-
to-CPU transfer.

Late Computation’s final merit is making it possible to
apply these algorithms on higher resolutions. At a resolution
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TABLE III: Mean processing time and relative standard deviation of Ordinary/Late/Early LE/TM on the synthetic image
families at 8192× 8192 pixels. The total number of images in each family is shown on the rightmost column.

Family Ord. LE Ord. TM Early LE Early TM Late LE Late TM Images

Leveling 30.9 ms± 34% 19.5 ms± 1% 60.0 ms± 9% 36.1 ms± 1% 59.7 ms± 18% 48.3 ms± 1% 1200
RandomInstancing 19.3 ms± 9% 17.0 ms± 9% 38.0 ms± 10% 31.6 ms± 9% 32.1 ms± 23% 29.6 ms± 25% 2100
RandomMerging 26.3 ms± 16% 19.5 ms± 4% 50.5 ms± 11% 37.2 ms± 5% 53.3 ms± 13% 51.4 ms± 24% 2100
Scaling 17.5 ms± 11% 15.8 ms± 11% 38.8 ms± 21% 29.3 ms± 12% 28.8 ms± 36% 27.0 ms± 39% 1600
Spiral 17.9 ms± 30% 22.8 ms± 32% 41.6 ms± 35% 39.4 ms± 28% 30.7 ms± 51% 44.0 ms± 56% 900
Subdivision 21.5 ms± 12% 19.2 ms± 5% 47.5 ms± 11% 36.2 ms± 4% 45.3 ms± 10% 43.0 ms± 14% 1600

Total 19.7 ms± 31% 17.5 ms± 20% 41.3 ms± 23% 32.6 ms± 18% 35.7 ms± 39% 34.4 ms± 39% 9500

TABLE IV: Mean processing time and relative standard devia-
tion of Ordinary/Late LE/TM on the synthetic image families
at 16 K × 16 K pixels. The total number of images in all
families is shown on the rightmost column.

LE TM Images

Ordinary 76 ms± 31% 68 ms± 18% 16120
Late 145 ms± 44% 140 ms± 41% 16120

of 16 K × 16 K pixels, for instance, memory requirements
would be 1 GB for LE/TM label arrays, and 10 GB for
Early Computation property arrays, making it impossible to
run Early LE/TM on most end-consumer graphics cards, such
as the one used in our tests. Even if fewer or smaller bit-
depth properties were being computed, the space requirements
might still be a limiting factor if other parts of a processing
pipeline were to be carried out in GPU memory. We applied
the same battery of artificial tests previously discussed on
Ordinary LE/TM and Late LE/TM, at 16 K×16 k resolution,
obtaining the results shown in Table IV.

The sensitivity of the Properties Sum kernel due to increas-
ing foreground occupancy remains an issue to be observed
in Late computation performance (it represents approximately
50% of Late processing time at 16 K2 pixels), but considering
the videos evaluated in Section V-E, it is possible to assume
that the [0%, 25%] occupancy range explorable with Ridge
Patterns is representative of real world scenarios. In this sense,
Figures 7 and 8 and Tables III-IV already present us with the
worst cases of Late computation.

E. Evaluation on video datasets

In order to test our implementations in real world data, we
evaluated their performance against three image/video datasets
[2], [16], [27]. These datasets cover a range of different
image processing/understanding problems, like object seg-
mentation [2], [16], [27], object classification [2], and track-
ing [16], [27]. All of them feature ground-truth foreground
segmentation of a wide range of objects (persons, vehicles,
animals, etc.), and some have been used in public algorithm
performance contests, like the 2018 DAVIS Challenge on Video
Object Segmentation [27], and the The PASCAL Visual Object
Classes Challenge [2].

All of these datasets have multiple incremental releases, but
we used only the largest and most recent versions released
up to this date. In the Pascal-VOC [2] object detection and
classification dataset, each scene was frequently associated

TABLE V: Main characteristics of the latest versions of the
image/video datasets used.

Dataset DAVIS Pascal VOC Segtrack

Reference [27] [2] [16]
Year 2017 2012 v2 (2013)
Images 6208 2913 1067

with multiple object foreground annotations; in these cases,
we generated a single binary image comprised of the union
of all scene objects’ foreground masks. As in the original
paper [33], our TM implementation is restricted to resolutions
that are powers of two, so we scaled all frames up to the target
resolutions using nearest neighbor sampling (to prevent losing
border shapes that impact LE iterations) for all tests. DAVIS
2017 [27] videos’ resolution is 1600 × 900 pixels, while all
other datasets have varying, and considerably smaller (usually
less than 1024 × 1024) resolutions. Table V summarizes the
main characteristics of each dataset, considering the way we
used them Ridge patterns are limited to a foreground occu-
pancy of about 25% of the image pixels, so unless explicitly
mentioned, the following results are based on dataset images
with a foreground occupancy below 30%, which correspond to
exactly 8165 images, or approximately 80% of their contents.
For brevity, synthetic image families are indicated by single
letters in tables, in the following manner: L for Leveling, R for
RandomInstancing, M for RandomMerging, K for Scaling,
P for Spiral, and S for Subdivision.

Figure 9 plots the processing time distribution curves for
the datasets and for the set of all synthetic images previously
evaluated. Table VI presents the corresponding statistics, in
numeric form. Although the processing time distributions
in the datasets are not perfectly matched by the synthetic
images, they produce excellent approximations of the mean
and standard deviation.

Finally, we present a simple, yet effective model of per-
formance prediction. We verified that mean processing times
and processing time standard deviation could be modeled as
functions f(x) of the resolution, where f has the form

f(x) = a+ bxc (18)

with a, b, c ∈ R. We estimated these parameters for the mean
processing time and for the processing time standard deviation
through least-squares fitting on the whole set of synthetic tests
performed across all resolutions (a total of 60780 images), ob-
taining the parameters shown in Tables VII-VIII. The resulting
performance model curves are plotted in Figure 10. The error
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Fig. 9: Processing time distribution in datasets and synthetic test patterns for each algorithm, at 8192 × 8192 pixels. The
distribution curves f(t), were estimated by computing a 100-bin histogram of the processing time t, then convolving the
histogram with a Gaussian kernel (with a diameter of 10 bins), and finally normalizing f so that

∫∞
0
f(t) dt = 1. For each

case, the mean processing time µ is indicated by a vertical dashed line, and the points µ − 3σ and µ + 3σ are indicated by
shorter dashed lines, with the same color of f .

TABLE VI: Mean processing time µ and processing time
standard deviation σ in the datasets and synthetic pattern
images are shown in the central columns, for each algorithm.
The rightmost columns show how much these quantities,
measured on the synthetic patterns, deviate from the datasets,
relative to the datasets’ standard deviations.

Algorithms Datasets Patterns Patterns error
(
× 1
σD

)
µD σD µS σS µS − µD σS − σD

Ordinary LE 21.4 5.5 19.7 6.2 -0.32 0.12
Ordinary TM 17.0 4.2 17.5 3.5 0.10 -0.16
Early LE 43.2 12.2 41.3 9.5 -0.16 -0.22
Early TM 31.6 7.1 32.6 5.9 0.14 -0.17
Late LE 36.6 15.5 35.7 13.8 -0.06 -0.11
Late TM 31.5 14.0 34.4 13.5 0.21 -0.03

magnitudes in these tables confirms that Equation 18 provides
a reliable performance model, and suggests that synthetic
images may be a viable replacement for actual datasets with
respect to performance estimation. Figure 10 also shows that
our: (a) Ordinary/Early TM implementation have a substantial
long-term advantage over Ordinary/Early LE; (b) Late LE
and Late TM share a similar behavior, which was already
expected, since Figures 7-8 showed that the Properties Sum
kernel dominates execution time as the number of foreground
pixels grows. Notice that, although all curves are plotted up
to 16K2 pixels, the memory requirements (over 2.75 GB) for
Early Properties Computation (central column plots) impose a
practical limit on the maximum image resolution.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we discussed a set of extensions and evaluation
methods for GPU connected component algorithms and tested

TABLE VII: Parameters of mean processing time estimation
model, as defined by Equation 18. The error for each resolution
x was computed as f(x)−µD

σD
, where µD and σD are the

datasets’ actual mean and standard deviation.

Algorithm aµ bµ cµ Max. error

Ordinary LE 75 1.22e−4 1.05 0.12
TM 254 7.63e−5 1.07 0.50

Early LE 170 2.51e−4 1.05 0.33
TM 289 2.06e−4 1.05 0.51

Late LE 93 3.70e−4 1.02 0.01
TM 256 3.29e−4 1.02 0.13

TABLE VIII: Parameters of processing time standard deviation
estimation model, as defined by Equation 18. The error for
each resolution x was computed as f(x)−σD

σD
, where µD and

σD are the datasets’ actual mean and standard deviation.

Algorithm aσ bσ cσ Max. error

Ordinary LE 34 1.18e−5 1.11 0.05
TM 108 6.45e−6 1.11 0.17

Early LE 24 5.27e−5 1.05 0.02
TM 100 2.88e−5 1.06 0.12

Late LE 64 8.13e−5 1.05 0.05
TM 122 1.15e−4 1.03 0.06

them on two existing algorithms: the Label Equivalence [8]
and the Tile Merging [33] algorithms. Our main contributions
are:
• A pair of strategies, described in Section III, for extending

these algorithms to compute properties of connected
components. In the strategy dubbed Early Computation,
the connected component size calculation method by Ka-
lentev et al. [11] was extend in order to compute centroids
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Fig. 10: Processing time mean and standard deviation as functions of resolution. These curves correspond to the model of
Equation 18, with the estimated parameters shown in Tables VII-VIII. Both x and y axes are in logarithmic scale.

and coverings matrices using dense property arrays and
atomic operations at GPU thread-level. On the other hand,
the completely new strategy named Late Computation
uses Inclusive Scans in order to work on smaller property
arrays, and as result, improve mean performance, reduces
the cost of GPU-to-CPU transfers and makes it possible to
apply GPU CCL at greater resolutions impossible to Early
Computation, at the expense of increased performance
variance.

• A performance evaluation methodology for GPU CCL
algorithms described in Section IV that uses synthetic im-
age families built out of Connected Component patches,
known as Ridge Patterns, to explore data dependency in
the tested algorithms (LE and TM). Our methodology
extends a test case from the literature (Spiral Pattern),
resulting in mean performance close to three natural
image datasets, with over 9000 total frames, that were
also tested. We also described the fitting of a detailed
performance prediction model based on image features,
and showed that certain synthetic image combinations im-
proved performance prediction in the evaluated datasets,
allowing to predict performance without evaluating a
huge number of frames.

• As a minor contribution, we highlighted some implemen-
tation choices of the LE algorithm, not explicitly justified
in past literature, that allowed it to perform better when
compared with TM.

Comparisons between implementations of different algo-
rithms are frequent in the literature. However, if not-so-
obvious implementation details are overlooked, such as the
ones discussed in Section V-B, two implementations of the
same algorithm may considerably differ in their final per-
formance. When comparing our implementations of the LE
and TM algorithms, we saw that they kept a similar level of
performance, but a more important conclusion than which im-
plementation is faster in average, is how these implementations

respond to variations in the input data. With respect to that, our
methodology revealed that both algorithms are sensitive to the
number, size and shape of connected components, specially
when computing properties, but TM is considerably more
stable than LE. TM is also more suitable to Early property
computation, as the impact of atomic operations is better
distributed during its Local Merge phase than during LE’s first
Analysis phase, resulting in a smaller overhead. Nonetheless,
the benefits of Late Computation over Early (faster average
performance in most cases, reduced memory usage with
compact representation, and reduced transfer times), are very
significant.

A. Future directions
In this paper, we addressed two of the most famous and well-
documented GPU CCL methods in the literature [8], [33], but
applying our methodology to other methods [1], [12], [15],
[28], [29], [36], [39], [40] could give a better understanding
of their relative strong and weak features.

In the investigation of object properties, we chose an exact
integer representation that requires a considerable number
of bits, even at lower resolutions. A 32-bit floating-point
representation, albeit susceptible to rounding errors due to the
unpredictable order of atomic operations, might be able to
give satisfactory results in some scenarios, which is left to
investigate.

Finally, one limitation of the artificial image families we
developed was the non-uniform distribution of image features.
It seems plausible that a set of artificial images with uniform
feature distributions could give better prediction results and
allow even less tests to be used for reliable performance
estimation.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof that Ridge crest controls LE iterations

By analogy to Figure 2 (d), C2 requires 2 LE iterations. Let
our induction hypothesis be that Cl = {P0, . . . , Pu} requires
l iterations, for some l. Assume that Pi+1 denotes increasing
the height of Pi by one pixel. Let us build a crest C ′l =
{P ′0, . . . , P ′w} from Cl by replicating peaks {P1, . . . , Pu} to
the right of Pu, and increasing the height of the first and last
resulting peaks by one pixel, e.g.

C ′l = {P0 + 1, P1, . . . , Pu, P1, . . . , Pu−1, Pu + 1}

The partial crest {P ′0, . . . , P ′u} is identical to Cl, except for
P ′0 = P0 + 1, so the induction hypothesis implies l iterations
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are required for propagating the final label (which corresponds
to smaller raster index) from P ′0 to P ′u. At the same time,
the partial crest {P ′u, . . . , P ′w} is also identical to Cl, with the
exception of P ′w = Pu+1. Again, by the induction hypothesis,
l iterations are required for transmitting a minimal label across
the partial crest {P ′u, . . . , P ′w}. However, P ′w has smaller raster
index than P ′u, so there exists a number v, with u ≤ v < w,
such that the crests {P ′u, . . . , P ′v} and

{
P ′v+1, . . . , P

′
w

}
will

have been unified into separate components (rooted at P ′0 and
P ′w, respectively) at the end of l iterations. With an additional
iteration, crest

{
P ′v+1, . . . , P

′
w

}
unifies to the label of P ′0.

Since w = 2l−1, it follows that crest C ′l is indeed Cl+1. �

B. Property computation

Table IX presents the bit-depths required for each of property
type as a function of image resolution, w × h.

TABLE IX: At resolution w× h, the number of bits per-pixel
required by a property array A∗ must be calculated considering
the largest possible connected component, a w × h rectangle.
The ceiling of the base-2 logarithm of the expressions below
give these values for the property arrays we compute, where
the expressions for Ay and Ay2 are analogous to those for Ax
and Ax2 , respectively, and have thus been omitted.

AS Ax Ax2 Axy

wh h
w(w−1)

2
h
(
w3

3
+ w2

2
+ w

6

)
wh(w−1)(h−1)

4

C. Sequential relabeling

The Inclusive Scan, or Prefix Sum, operation [7] is a common
parallel programming primitive. It consists in replacing each
element in an array with the sum of itself with its predecessors.
Formally, given an array R with K elements, the Inclusive
Scan S of R is defined by

S(r) =

r∑
i=1

R(i) (19)

for all 1 ≤ r ≤ K.
As noted by Stava et al. [33], it is possible to use this oper-

ation for obtaining consecutive labels after completion of the
Tile Merging algorithm. At the end of this algorithm, a pixel
p = (x, y) is representative if, and only if, L(x, y) = x+ yw,
given image dimensions w×h. In order to obtain a sequential
relabeling LS of L, we initialize a wh-element array R with

R(x+ yw) =

{
1, if L(x, y) = x+ yw

0, otherwise
(20)

for all 1 ≤ x ≤ w, 1 ≤ y ≤ h, and compute its prefix sum S.
Then the elements in LS may be initialized as

LS(x, y) = S(L(x, y)) (21)

Furthermore, S(wh) holds the number of distinct labels in
L, i.e. connected components. This is also valid for the
Label Equivalence algorithm, since representative pixels are
characterized the same way as in TM.
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